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Bright Lights
Members of the cast of Lost With You, a musical
created by Katie Monteleone ’18 and Josua
Lutian ’18, gather onstage at the Ripley-Grier
Studios in New York City. The musical was
workshopped with Broadway professionals
in January before being staged at Colby
in February. Monteleone and Lutian met
singing a cappella as first years and discovered
they shared a love of musical theater. The
musical follows a family as members navigate
difficult relationships.
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Rivalry and Revelry
Colby players Jack Burton ’17, J.P.
Schuhlen ’20, and Phil Klitirinos ’18 celebrate
after Klitirinos scored in the Mules’ dramatic
5-4 victory over Bowdoin Dec. 3. After a 2-1
Colby win in Brunswick the previous night,
Colby rallied from a 3-1 deficit, scoring the
go-ahead goal midway through the third
period. The Mules then weathered the Polar
Bears’ three-man advantage to come away
with the victory in the storied rivalry.
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MOMENTUM
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Colby is on the move. Downtown
revitalization, unprecedented interest
from the best high school students,
transformative gifts to expand
programs—the College is progressing
at a pace not seen since the campus
was relocated to Mayflower Hill.
None of this would happen without
the Colby community. Your support
allows the College to set and achieve
ambitious goals, ensuring a Colby
education for the most qualified and
deserving students.
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